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Both cheap value stocks and more glamorous growth stocks can work well in a portfolio
– if done right.
(Kenneth Fisher)

Abstract:
There are now several ETFs available which act as a fund of funds. The performance of
these ETFs is rather mixed. This working paper presents a simple approach for a small
universe of large ETFs. The strategy exploits the negative Autocorrelation of monthly
returns and updates the weights accordingly. It beats significantly an equal weighted
portfolio and also the best performing ETF of the universe. The performance can be
increased further if one lifts the long-only constraint. The result is robust to different
parameter settings and realistic trading costs. The presented strategy belongs to the
Smart-Beta family.

Introduction:
There are now – under the general umbrella of Smart-Beta ETFs – several ETFs available
which act as a fund of funds. An example is the PowerShares DWA Momentum&Low
Volatility ETF DWLV ([1]). The DWLV switches between small and large cap lowvolatility and momentum ETFs. But it can also go to cash. The methodology is based on
a relative obscure Point & Figure Relative Strength Charting. The DWLV was introduced
at 2016-07-15. I am not aware of any back-calculations.
Another approach are the iShares S&P Allocation Series AOK, AOM, AOR and AOA
([2]). The methodology is based on risk-parity. The conservative AOK has a higher
weight of Bond-ETFs, the aggressive AOA of Equity-ETFs. The Allocation Series ETFs
exist since 2008-11-04. They perform so far clearly worse than the SPY.
I selected for the current strategy 8 Vanguard ETFs. The ETFs must have a reasonable
long history, large net assets/high liquidity and they should have performed differently
during the considered time range. The restriction to Vanguard-ETFs is arbitrary. It just
eased the selection process.
Symbol
VTI
VOT
VBK
VBR
VYM
VGT
VNQ
VPU

Full-Name
Vanguard Total Market
Vanguard Mid-Cap Growth
Vanguard Small-Cap Growth
Vanguard Small-Cap Value
Vanguard High-Dividend
Vanguard Information Technology
Vanguard REIT
Vanguard Utilities

Table-1. ETF-Universe

Autocorr.
-0.18
-0.17
-0.16
-0.15
-0.14
-0.18
-0.23
-0.20

Table-1 lists the selected ETFs. The last column is the monthly Autocorrelation of the
return. The Autocorrelation is significantly negative. The graphics below show the
performance of the 8 ETFs.

Graphic-1: VTI, VOT, VBK and VBR from 2011-01-01 to 2016-09-08

Graphic-2: VTI, VYM and VGT from 2011-01-01 to 2016-09-08

Graphic-3: VTI, VNQ and VPU from 2011-01-01 to 2016-09-08

Graphic-1 shows the performance of VTI (red), VOT (yellow), VBK (green) and VBR
(blue) from 2011-01-01 till the current date at this writing. Graphic-2 of VTI (red), VYM
(yellow), VGT (green) and Graphic-3 of VTI (red), VNQ (yellow), VPU (green). The
VTI is drawn in each graphic to have a common yardstick. The overall performance is
relative similar. But each ETF over- and underperforms the VTI during some subperiods.
The best ETF in the considered time range is the High-Dividend VYM (Graphic-2,
yellow).

The Strategy:
The monthly performance of the ETFs have a considerable high negative
Autocorrelation. The variance-ratio test of Lo&MacKinley [3] shows - besides for the
VYM - a similar picture. The strategy starts with an equal-weighted portfolio. At the last
trading day of each month the weights are recalculated by:
wi[t] = wi[t-1] + lambda *(ri – rm)

(1)

ri is the return over a given lookback-window of the ith ETF.
rm is the mean-return of all ETFs.
If lambda > 0 this is a momentum, if lambda < 0 a contrarian approach. The negative
Autocorrelation suggests of course a negative lambda. The weights of ETFs which
performed better than the average are reduced, the weights of underperforming ETFs are
increased. The weights always sum up to 1.0.

Graphic-4: VTI, Equal-Weight, Dynamic-Weight 2011-01-01 to 2016-09-08
Graphic-4 shows the performance of the VTI (red). The overall P&L is 90.8% with a
Sharpe-Ratio of 0.78 and a max. relative drawdown of 20.3%. The Equal-Weight
portfolio (yellow) performs with a P&L of 95.1%, a Sharpe-ratio 0.81 and a drawdown of
20.0% slightly better. The dynamic portfolio (green) is with a P&L of 133.0%, a Sharperatio of 0.94 and a drawdown of 15.4% clearly better. It also beats the best ETF VYM.
Lambda was set to -1.0, the lookback window is 6 months. The weights wi are restricted
to [0.0,0.5]. It is a long only portfolio. The result is rather robust to different lookback-

windows and also different lambdas. A lookback-window of 9 or 3 months has almost the
same result. The same holds for a lambda of -0.8 or -1.2

Graphic-5: Dynamic-Weight with different trading costs 2011-01-01 to 2016-09-08
The results so far are without trading-costs. Graphic-5 shows in red the performance
without trading costs, in yellow with 3 Cents and in green with 6 Cents per share and
trade. The drag is rather minor. The ETFs have a high positive correlation. Only a small
fraction of the total shares are traded each month. The ETFs are – by construction - very
liquid. The bid-ask spread is at the time of this writing between 1 and 5 Cents. The 6
Cents per trade and share should be an upper bound for the trading costs.

Graphic-6: Dynamic-Weight with Short and Long Positions 2011-01-01 to 2016-09-08
Graphic-6 shows the results if one lifts the long-only restriction. The red line is for
comparison reasons the long only-portfolio with the weights restricted to [0.0, 0.5]. The
allowed range is extended for the yellow line to [-0.1, 0.7]. The P&L is 164.4% with a
Sharpe-ratio of 1.02 and a drawdown of 13.5%. The green line shows the performance of
the range [-0.2, 0.7]. The P&L is 204.3%, the Sharpe-ratio 1.08 and the drawdown
12.2%. The short-long positions improve the P&L considerable and reduce also the
relative drawdown.

Graphic-7: Relative monthly performance to equal-weight 2011-01-01 to 2016-09-08
Graphic-7 shows for the 3 portfolios of Graphic-6 the difference of the monthly returns to
the equal-weight portfolio. The dynamic portfolios are not always superior. But they
don’t underperform over a longer time-range. They usually catch up within the next
month. They outperform the equal weight portfolios especially in the recovery phase of a
market downturn. This phase is also the major difference between the 3 portfolios.

Graphic-8: Performance with extended universe 2011-01-01 to 2016-09-08
Graphic-8 shows in red the performance with the ETF-universe of Table-1 and the
weights in [-0.2, 0.7]. For the yellow line the Nasdaq-100 ETF QQQ was added. The
performance is slightly worse. But the QQQ improves the performance slightly in the
long-only setting. For the green line the MGK (Vanguard Mega Cap Growth), MGV
(Vanguard Mega Cap Value) and VXF (Vanguard Extended Market) were added. The
performance is slightly superior to the initial universe.

Conclusion:
The strategy belongs to the Smart-Beta family. The intention is to have a higher beta with
the same or even lower risk. The selected ETFs have a high correlation to the US market.
In fact, the VTI is the US market. The strategy exploits the negative Autocorrelation aka
mean-reversion of these ETFs. The monthly rebalance is hence essential.
This works at least in the historic simulation surprisingly well. The strategy is robust to
different lookback windows, the choice of lambda and the selected universe. It reacts
sensible but in a smooth way to the weight-range.
But it should be noted that the strategy needs a general upwards trend of the market. If
the market performs over an extended period of time poor, it can’t safe the day. Other
strategies like the iShares S&P Allocation Series are constructed to handle also this case
by switching to Bond allocations. But it is unclear if they are really able to do so. So far
the only underperformed the SPY by a wide margin.
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